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"Would 'you be strong,
conquer yourself."

FOUNDED IN 1873

All College
Fate Of New Campus
Election To
Magazine Awaits The
Be March 15

Publishing Association

Nominees For All Offices
Must Be Submitted Before
March First

PRICE, 10 CENTS

LEWISTON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1937.

VOL LXIV. NO. 23.

Debaters To Garnet
Face Lafayette
First
Tomorrow Eve

Will Argue The Question Of
Government Control
Publication Will Contain Humor,Cartoons,Jokes,
Of Utilities

Sport Reviews, Music Reviews,Snoop Column,
Candid Camera And Student Writings

Faces Colby In
Track Meet Of The
Indoor Season Saturday

Tickets For
Bates Team Has Shown Greater
4 A Production
Strength In Middle
Distance Runs
Now On Sale

Tomorrow night Hoosag Kadjp
The General College Election, the
erooni '39, and Paul Stewart '38, meet
annual all-campus voting session, will
Lafayette College in the third league
be held on Monday, March lf>, accorddebate of the year.
ing to the provisions of the Constitu- FIRST ISSUE WILL APPEAR MARCH 1ST AND
The debate is on the high school
tion of the Men's Assembly.
COST BETWEEN 20 AND 25 CENTS; IF APPROVED subject—government ownership of the
John Leard '38, secretary-treasurer
electric utilities, and is to he Oregon
of the Student Council, has called upstyle. It is the first home league; Annual
Varsity Play Is
on the various undergraduate organi•'To be or not to be" in regard to can be made with a national organi Bates lost the first to Pembroke and
zations to submit to him the names the proposed new campus magazine is zation which will furnish, for a rea won the second from Wesleyan.
Now In Third Week
of nominees for club positions, along the question that will be settled this sonable reimbursement, eight pages
The judges are Arnold Westerburg
with three typewritten lists of the week when the executive committee of humor, cartoons and jokes, in addi- of Edward Little, Charles Adams of
Of Rehearsal
By Sam Leard
members eligible to vote on or be appears before the Publishing Asso- tion to some national advertising. The Auburn, and Robert H. Gremley of
fore Monday, March 1. This proce- ciation for sanction of its plan.
remaining sixteen pages will include Auburn, and the chairman Prof. Paul
The
first
indoor track meet of the
Tickets for reserved seats are now
dure is necessary for the inclusion of
features, such as a sports review, re B. Bartlett. Eugene F<ster is manager on sale at the college bookstore for
win cr season will be held on SaturWith the announced intention of -iew of popular music by Don Parthe list of nominees on the General
day in the Clifton Daggett Gray Field
the play, "She Stoops to Conquer" by
publishing "a lively magazine with tridge of Bobcat fame, calendar of the of the debate.
Ballot
House when the Colby varsity team
Oliver Goldsmith, which is to be prethe ulterior motive of developing a month, a campus snoop column; caninvades Bates. The field events will
Two delegates are to be chosen, re- better, livelier school feeling", the orsented by the 4-A Players on March
start at ^.r.SO.
spectively, from the classes of 1938, ganizers, Omar King '38. Barclay Dor- did camera shots showing campus life;
4 and 5, and are the usual price for
The Bates mile relay team has
1939, and 1940. to join with Robert man '38. and Robert Crocker '38, have an editorial page; and divers student
this major production, fifty cents.
German Group Plan Son gf est shown
greater strength in their races
Harper '37 president of the Student investigated possibilities for such an contributions of a humorous, satiii
This
comedy
of
manners,
now
in
it's
At College Cabin For
than have the Pale Blue aggregation
Council, in forming a committee of organ, have Consulted President Gray cal. or serious naturethird week of rehearsal, is quickly
which may be an indication of Bates'
seven. Three men for each position on the matter, and have lined up dorIf the desired sanction is obtained,
taking on recognizable form as reportFriday Evening
strength in the middle distance runs.
on the council will be nominated by mitory representatives on both sides the committee proposes to publish the
ed by Professor Robinson who is |
Stan Washuk. capable Augusta run
this committee, and the final list of of the campus• first issue about March 1.
coaching the production, although the
The German students, who have ner and football halfback, will have
council candidates will be offered to
interruption
of
the
exam
period
and
Charles Alexander '38, George
In accordance with administrative Giovanazzi '38, Kichard Fullerton '38. Subject of "The Right Teacher the substitution of Irving Friedman been meeting thrice weekly under the tough competition in Win Keck, lead
each class at regular class meetings
guidance of Prof- Buschmann to sing
for the selection of two candidates suggestions, the committee has estab John Skelton '38, Benjamin Piper '38,
'39. for Clark Noyes '37, as Tony German songs, will hold a Ski Heil on ing Bates sprinter- Keck has a tougli
for My Child" Presented
lished
definite
costs
and
has
tried
to
for each council position, after the
Lumpkin slowed progression up con- Friday evening. February 19, at the assignment in trying to fill the shoes
and Fred Clough '3:> will constitute
from Parent's Viewpoint
of last year's captain, Harry Kellar.
approval of the Faculty Committee on prove the campus desire for a new the managing board.
siderably.
Thorncrag Cabin. The group plans to Omar King of the Garnet and Paul
the Student Council has been ex publication by circulating first-issue
Costumes for the cast have been meet at Hathorn Hall at 4:30 P. MThe following are campus repre
pressed in regard to the original list subscription blanks before taking the
Professor Raymond L. Kendall, of ordered from the Hooker. Howe Costu- and ski or snowshoe to Thorncrag if Kitterage of the Waterville aggregaof nominees. According to these matter to the Publishing Association, sentatives for the magazine: Eliza- the Bates education department, ad- mers of Hayerhill, Massachusetts, .weather conditions permit. At the cab- tion will fight it out for the odd point.
MacDonald '37. Allen Hutchinmeasures, then, the class of 1938 will which must give its official sanction beth
Eddie Howard leads the 600 yarders
dressed the Lewiston Parent-Teacher which has outfitted all the costume in a German supper will be served and
finally select eight candidates; the before the enterprise can be launched. son '38. Dorothy Harms '39, Margaret Association last Thursday night on plays of the Players- Trenor Goodell the group will play German games from Bates. He will find tough sledBennett
"38,
Eleanor
Smart
'39.
class of 1939. six candidates; and the
The proposals for content of the Frances Can-oil '39. Ruth Bowditch the subject "The Right Teacher for '39, reports progress in the set which and sing Deutsche songs. The Ski Heil ing in beating Paul Merrick, Mac
class of 1940, four candidates. The
is being made by the stage managing has been planned by Helen Cary '39. Stevens, and Dwight Sargent of the
magazine have already been defi- '38. Lynn Bussey '40, Patricia Hall My Child."
names of these candidates will then new
The subject was pr>-sented entirely department.
one of the early members of the sing- Pale Blue Al Pierce, former Bates
nitely formulated. According to one '40. Hamilton Dorman '40, Mary
sprinter, who in a week's training pebe placed on the General BallotThe advance sale of tickets presup- ing group.
from the viewpoint of the parent, and
of the representatives, arrangements Chase '38, and Robert Harvey '38.
The German songsters, who have no riod improved in the half mile enough
Secretary Leard has announced that
the gist of the attitude of parents poses that this play will prove as popthe final list of candidates for any potoward the educational system was ular as the annual production of connection with the Deutsche Verein, to make the team, will be paired with
were first composed of four men stu- Howard.
sition on campus must be placed in
presented by Prof- Kendall in the Shakespeare has been in the past.
Art Danielson. most all-round Bates
dents in Prof. Buschmann's classes,
his hands preferably by March 1. Dut
statement. "The best t.acher is none
who were sufficiently advanced in the runner, who is good from the 440 to
ton good for my child." The speaker
no later than March 8 in any case.
language to be interested in the form- 2 mile, will compete in the 1000. Gil
emphasized the importance of the
ation of such a group. Soon co-eds Woodward will also face the starter's
first three grades of school, and in
became interested and the group ex- gun in this event. Dana Wallace leads
ferred that the poor choice of teachpanded until now there are approxi- the mile field with Courtney Burnap
ers for these elementary' years of
mately 16 students who meet regular- as the second Bates entrant- Jimmy
schooling
is
often
the
basic
reason
for
Discusses the Grange-Sponsored Upperclass Women Will Hold
ly on Monday. Wednesday, and Thurs- Chase and Elliott Drisko will be
the poorer scholars of the higher
day from 1 to 1 30, in the Music Room, Coach Perkins' aspirant for this race.
Income Tax Bill From Angle
Affaire in Chase Hall Again
schools.
WHiU D«n Biidges run£ i^ a cpies
wiiV.. Frfde'-Jck H- W»rtjn Ml). ,t>ve Chase Hall .AnipJMare Diebol.l, "371
of Manufacturer
This Year
Valentine Witeon '38 will be the
and Arthur Helsher. '38, are pianist - tion. but it is possible that lie will
Professor Kendall maoe the statement president of the Boston Alumni, act- for the group.
Hates represonti/tivev ac the meet.'ug
be in the 2 mile run with Dick DuWors
Professor J. Murray Carroll of the
of state leaders of the Student Chris
The Senior women will lead off this that too many teachers deal entirely ing as master of ceremonies, the
The songsters have improved to the and Dick Gould. Fred Downing will
Bates
College
Alumni
gathered
in
tian Movement to be held at Colby Economics department, attended a year in the series of women's class with Die brighter pupils and shun edpoint where tHey are now giving tKejr
College, on Saturday, Feb. 20. This meeting of the Maine State Grange dances, holding their usual Rand Hall ucational contact as much, as possible Bates Hall at the Boston YMCA last own interpretations of some of their also complete the cross-country studded field.
Friday.
The
meeting
was
featured
by
group forms a committee of fifteen Association at the State House in Open House and Senior Dance in with the duller children. This attifavorites — the greatest original
Bill Luukko leads the hurdlers
members, delegates from Maine col Augusta. February 10, to discuss a Chase Hall on Friday, March 12. An tude, the speaker sa^d, should be cor- Coach Moray's showing moving pic achievement being an echo chorus to
Colby has Bill Deans and Roily Natures of pre-game practice and actual
leges and normal schools, who will grange-sponsored income tax billrected
as
soon
as
possible,
and
its
eninnovation this year will be that the
"Ja Ja Ja Ja Weiss Nicht Wie Gut deau. Deans is just coming back into
meet this week with the express pur
The Grange sponsored tne income town women will hold an Open House tire overcoming on the part of all games. Mr. Martin introduced track Ich Dir Bin."
shape after a two-year lay-off. His
coach
Ray
Thompson
who,
in
turn,
inpose of planning for a spring confer- tax system of obtaining state funds in the Women's Union. The commit- teachers should be the object of
freshman year he was a sensation, and
ence of the Student Christian Move- as opposed to the present property tee in charge of the dance includes Parent-Teacher Associations and of troduced the twelve members of the
if he is back in that form again, Bill
varsity and freshman track teams
taxes.
ment.
Kathryn Thomas, chairman. Margaret college men and women setting out which were in Boston for the BAA
will have his troubles.
In speaking of the situation. Prof. Andrews, Augusta Ginther, and Ruth on a teaching careerThe Student Christian Movement is
In the field events Tony Klshon is
Relays- Coach Thompson told someCarroll
pointed
out
that
taxing
the
Merrill.
As
president
of
the
association.
Proa world-wide organization of all
at the top- Whether or not Charlie
thing about each man and said he
income
of
manufacturers
meant
that
The
Juniors
will
hold
their
dance
on
fessor
Karl
T.
Woodcock,
also
of
the
groups, such as YMCA's. YWCA's,
hoped his teams would do well.
Dr. Angelo Bertocci is to be the Cooke competes is a question, but if
Christian Clubs, etc. interested in the manufacturer would not be able Thursday. April 22. according to an Bates faculty, preside.! at the meetHarry
Rowe
incorporated
into^his
speaker
of a student vesper service he is in last year's form he might get
promoting Christian work among to shift the burden of taxation onto announcement from Grace Jack, vice- ing.
talk
a
crack
about
Barney
Marcus
to
be
held
in the Chapel on next a second. Bill Hamilton and Gene
students. The movement was start- rent payers and consumers, for the president of the class No committee
washing cars. Barney retaliated by Sunday at 4:30 o'clock, in observance Connell as well as Bob Harper have
manufacturer
would
have
to
pay
a
tax
has
been
appointed
as
yet.
ed in Maine last fall at a conference
saying that his boss told him to give of the World Student Christian Feder- been working out in this department.
Dorothy Harms, vice-president of
held in Winthrop at which a directing that increased in proportion with the
Roy Briggs' loss will be felt as he
the cars as good a shine as Mr. ation "Day of Prayer".
increase
of
the
income
he
levied
from
the Sophomores, is in charge of the
committee was chosen to head the
might have picked up an odd point.
Rowe's
head
Barney
went
on
to
tell
The
life
and
activities
of
the
World
Maine organization. Wilson and business men paying money to him dance for that class and the date is
about some of his most interesting Student Christian Federation create Ken LaFleur is the Colby hope- He
tentatively set for May 14. No comJean Leslie '38 are members of this for his merchandise.
for students a consciousness of pur- is reported to have been out to 48
experiences at Bates.
In
discussing
the
sales
tax.
Prof.
mittee
has
been
selected
for
this
committee.
After dinner the assemblage ad- pose and a sensf of fellowship binding feet in the 35 pound weight.
Carroll said that such a form of levy- dance.
Washuk. Neumer and Vic Malins are
journed to informal discussions and them together in a mutual concern in
ing tax would not reach all those who
The women of the three upper
the Waterville entrants in the pole
the
struggles
of
Christian
students
talks
by
old
grads.
There
were
one
could afford to pay. It would be tak- classes each year hold a dance in
vault and jumps. Charlie Cooke and
ing money from those who buy, rather Chase Hall- Last year the Senior wo- "Mind of Jesus Christ Across the hundred and fifty persons in attend- throughout the. world- The federation Irving Friedman are in the pole vault
takes corporate form in international
ancethan obtaining taxes from the profits men departed from the tradition of
student camps and conferences, inter for the Garnet. Both have been up
Centuries" Will be Theme to
resulting: from investmentsbeing the first, but this year the
national
visits of Christian students to to 11 feet- It is hoped that FriedInspire Young People
classes are back in the previous order
groups in other countries, the publi- man's new pole will arrive in time for
and the dates are set for successive
cation of the "Student World", the the meet. A sure first for Bates in
months according to the class stand
The Deputation team, one of the
activities of a small and effective the person of Goon Webster was shating.
A survey is being conducted
active commissions of the Christian
staff in Geneva, and the observance of tered when he was forced to leave
school on account of sickness in his
Association, headed by George SpenThe fourth in the series of monthly a world wide "Day of Prayer".
through the office of the Dean of
family. Gene Connell, weight man.
cer
'37,
will
undertake
its
most
exSpecial
music
will
be
sung
by
the
Discussion
Groups
sponsored
by
the
The annual spring banquet sponWomen to determine the average
tensive trip on February 21 when Christian Association will take place Choir. Arrangements are under direc- and Bill Luukko who has been consored
by
YWCA
will
be
held
on
March
clothe* and room furnishing budthey will go to Newport, Vt. and meet on next Wednesday evening, February tion of the commission of religion centrating on the relay work, will
11. by the co-ed members of B.C.Agets of Bates women- From dehave to carry the burden.
of the Bates Christian Association.
for the entire week end, with the 24
In accordance with the agreements
tailed questionnaires distributed
county
wide
Young
People's
Associa
Featured
interests
at
these
meetmade when the YWCA and the YMCA
The forthcoming issue of the "Garings will include the lynching prob
to all the women, estimates will
joined together as the Bates Chris- net", which will be released on or tion.
The team, whose purpose it is to lem, social life, international relatian Association last spring, the wo- about February 23. will be devoted
be made as to the average exmen of the association were given the largely to contributions from the instill inspiration and enthusiasm in tions and a discussion led by Rabbi
penditures of Bates women for
privilege to retain all functions per- freshmen, according to a recent an- the young people of-different commu- Hershon of the local synagogue.
room furnishings and articles of
The groups of last month proved
formed by them when a separate or- nouncement by Editor Arhofd Ken nities, will this time conduct the
clothing.
morning services at two Baptist their popularity by the large group
ganization.
seth '37.
Eleanor Purkis '38. chairman, and
This issue of the "Garnet" will con churches, using as the theme, "Mind who turned out for the discussions, be
The information secured will be
the committee, consisting of Helen tinue the present editorial policy, and of Jesus Christ Across the Centuries". ing over one hundred, and especially
of service to prospective Bates
Dickinson '38, Dorothy Harms '39, and will contain an editorial written by Those participating will be: Nelson so. as there was a basketball game on
"Love is everywhere " Well, haven't several eds and co-eds were seen
women as they plan their ward
Ruth Brown '39, are formulating Denham Sutcliffe '37, who recently '38, Spencer '37, Wright '37, Ireland at the same time.
you noticed, but how could you help coasting merrily along lanes and
robes and rooms for college.
Each group will be led by an able but notice ? The approaching signs of paths of Maine's rocky macadam.
plans for the occasionwon one of the Rhodes Scholarships '40. Windsor '38, and Amrein '37.
The first trip was taken in the fall student or professor and the definite that glorious season. Spring, that unto Oxford. The present educational
Another obvious sign of the beginpolicy will also be continued, and the of 1936. to East Limington. Maine, themes will be of such a nature as explainable season when a young ning of spring activities was the basestudents
signify
of
particular
inissue will carry out the staff's con- where the work was only with young
man's fancy turns to thoughts of what ball which winged its way through a
tention that the college curriculum people. The student speakers at this terest.
the girls have been thinking about all certain dormitory window and left a
Announcement of subjects and winter. To be sure, according to all wide opening for ventilation.
time were: Wright '38, Spencer '37.
should be built around studies.
Howe '39, Meserve '38, and Wilson '38. leaders will be made in the next is laws of nature and the calendar,
Whatever indefinable quality may
At Wilton, Maine, the theme of the sue of the STUDENT
Debate Squad Announced
spring should not be here for another be in the atmosphere, it is certainly
deputations was "The Message of
month but, with the increased warmth contagious since both the girls' and
in the Changing World." A
of the days and nights, the inevitable boys' infirmaries have a full houseThe varsity debate squad for this Jesus
A Mount Hermon Prep key recently
Lost, strayed, or borrowed! That's
group,
consisting of Nelson, Meserve,
signs begin to appear.
year
has
just
been
announcedIt
is
But soon the snow will leave the
the battle-cry of the Lost-and-Found popped up, but there was no doubt as
Stuart, Edith Wier, Wilson and Jean
This is a bad situation because withone
of
the
smallest
Bates
has
had
for
department at the Bursar's office, arid to ownership there Shades of the some time; there are only twenty- Leslie, went to Portland about Christ
in the next few months Bates' scho- campus and college life will take on
day after day more and more articles Eggleton-Dearden combination flit seven members on it.
mas time, taking over all activities
lastic standing is very apt to be low- a new aspect. Reception rooms will
Arnold
Kenseth
'37.
president
answer that cry and go tumbling into ted across the memory of the office
for
the
week
end
including
a
Young
ered a few degrees more than usual be vacated in favor of the campus,
The squad consists of: Harriet
walks will be peppered with carefree
the heap that Mrs. Pierce, Guardian staff, and the fair Eleanore was sum Durkee, Margaret McKusick, Law People's Social on Saturday night.
of the Publishing Association and
because of the premature rise in de- groups, movies will be abandoned in
of the Lost, has to care for—among moned to redeem the souvenir.
Another
group,
made
up
of
Stuart,
grees
in
temperaturerence Floyd, Everett Kennedy. Wil
editor of the "Mirror" and "Gar
her other worries.
In all seriousness, however, Mrs. Iiam Metz. Ernest Robinson and Don- Wright, Wakefield, Windsor. Blowen
Mother Nature played a trick on us favor of the river bank and Mount
net", has been admitted to the
Pierce
calls
upon
the
entire
student
and
Nelson,
spoke
in
Soui
j
Paris
to
a
all
when she forced King Winter to David, and camera expeditions will
The flood of inpouring pens, pen
ald Welch of '37; Ellen Craft, Grace
Graduate School of Arts and
abdicate in favor of "Le Printemps"- picture lazy moments of ease at the
cils, grass-cases, umbrellas, cats, dogs, body to report all losses to her at the Jack, Elizabeth Kadjperooni. Howard community of churches.
Sciences of Harvard University.
ft is In the air. the hei t. and ac- cabins and on Hathorn steps. In the
and gloves is rivalling the rampages Bursar's Office, and to seek among Becker, John Smith and Paul Stewart
Several of the proposed trips to be
Kenseth, who has been acting
tions of many. Girls and boys have evening as strains of music float
of the recent Ohio River's overflowing, the articles she has amassed there of '38; Donald Curtis, Leighton Ding taken this Spring are to Lynn, Mass.
resumed that stupendous game of through the open windows of Chase
and Mrs- Pierce has been forced to for whatever is missing. It is her ley, Eugene Foster, Hqasag Kadjper- Newton, Mass., Hebron. North Windas assistant to Professor Whit
maibles. Shoes are wearing thin Hall, couples will straggle slowly tohang to the chandelier and shout for belief that many undergrade have ooni, Marita Dick. Barbara Buker. ham, and Waterville. The teams have
beck of the English department,
from the friction of skipping rope in wards home.
help. Her chief plea is that the losers given up thoughts of recovering "per- Lucy Perry, Caroline Pulsifer and already reached about two thousand
will work for a Master's Degree,
This is spring and, in the words of
the v.-iin hope of rei ucing- For ihese
Ruth Stoehr of '39; Frank Coffin. Lil- people and hope, before the season is
should go after the things lost—thus
with a major in American Liter
who wish a more strenuous exercise, Prof- "Sammy" Harms:
causing the inflowing tide of articles manently lost" articles that are wait- lis Gould, John Manev, Bertha Bell over, to reach at least five thousand
"So help you God! Amen."
ing to be claimed at her officethen is bicycling. Last week end
|and Mary Gozonsky or '40.
sture.
to And an outlet somewhere.
more, as a total.

BOBCATS APPEAR POWERFUL IN
EVERY DEPARTMENT OF TEAM

Singers Will
Have Ski Heil
At Thorncrag

Prof. Kendall Talks
To Lewiston ParentTeacher
Ass'n

Valentine Wilson '38
Will Speak At Colby

State Grange
Class Dances
Addressed By
Announced From
Prof. Carroll
Office Of Dean

Annual Roundup
Held On Eve Of
Boston A. A. Meet

Prof. Bertocci To
Speak At Vespers

Deputation Team
Will Visit Vermont
Weekend Feb. 21

Women Questioned
For Budget Survey

Discussion Groups
Meet February 24

B. C. A. Spring Banquet
Set for March 11

Garnet To Be Out
About February 23

Love Is Every whereSpring Is In The Air

Lost And Found Dept.
In Bursar's Office

Kenseth Accepted lo
Harvard University
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Smoking And No Smoking
And another rule went by the board! Last week the timehonored "Smoke Walk" regulation, originally covering the walk
from the Commons in John Bertram Hall to the rear entrance of
Chase Hall, was spliced again—this time to include only the socalled quadrangle, and even that with exceptions. This revision—
the tthird since the Student Council adopted control of the smoke
walk tradition some ten years ago—is in keeping with the wish of
Uie undergraduate men, 139 of whom voted in favor of the new
plan while 49 favored retention of the old rule and 58 wanted complete abolition of the smoke walk regulation.

By Lea

(StalT Contributions)

Some of the men's report cards going out this week carry opposite the familiar "Phys. Ed." abbreviation a letter grade instead of
"Credit" or "Incomplete." Unfortunately, the new grading system
was inaugurated with the mere bulletin notice that physical education for men is henceforth to be marked on the basis of: Attendance 50%, Attitude 15%, Improvement 20%, Ability-Efficiency
5%, Leadership 10%.

WEEK IN CHAPEL
Monday: "I think it may be stated
that a college education today is
far more essential for progress and
happiness than ever before"—President Gray.
Tuesday: "As a teacher (speaking of
Phidias), he was so great that he
could inspire his students to do
The grading idea is only one of a series of changes in the phys.
work approaching his own in excellence."—Prof. Berkelman
ed. relationship with the "academic" and administrative side of the
"We see that this great
college. Last fall attendance records, formerly kept by the Wednesday:
president (Lincoln) used the Bible
coaches and passed in to the office of the Director of Athletics
—it gave strength to his thought
and dignity to his phraseology."—
only when a student had overcuts to make up, were transferred to
Dr. Hoveythe registrar's office, where they were put on the books with the ] Thursday: "Education must have its
purpose in the unfolding and develacademic subjects.
opment of the mind; it must take
into account moral as well as men
Previously two cuts had been allowed each quarter with provital living; it must take place now
sion for making up overcuts within the quarter. "Credit" or "inwhen the need for educated good
complete" was given on a quarter-year basis; cuts to the allowance ness is greatest."—Dr. Babcock.
Friday: "There are two characteriswere permitted even on "no-cut" days.
tics particularly descriptive of Lincoln: integrity of character and the
Under the new semester-basis arrangements, only three cuts
ability to understand how an opponent feels about a thing."—Dr.
are allowed each semester. The provision for making up overcuts
Zerbywhich existed until February has been cancelled, and physical eduCLUBS
cation credit is now on the same basis as academic credit—one Phi Sigma lota
Lois Chamberlain '38 will speak on
cut per semester-hour (three cuts.then, in phys. ed.), no make-up
"The Jews in France" at the meet
on overcuts, three points off the grade for each overcut, attend- ing Thursday at 7 o'clock in Hathorn
ance compulsory at the hour for which each student signs. The Hall.

only difference from the academic basis is the stipulation that
three overcuts constitutes an automatic failure in the course.
That some changes were in order was obvious to all men who
had taken or who were taking the two-and-a-half years of required
physical education. Some men prided themselves on credit for
work skimmed or not done. The revision to strictness and an
easily obtained knowledge of one's number of cuts was welcomed
by most Phys. Ed.-ers. Thus, the September-announced revisions
were all to the good.

Such a time elapsed between the original referendum and the
announcement of the adoption of the new ruling, however, that
few seem to appreciate its significance. A comparison of the blue
book regulation and the new one adopted last week should show
the smoking freedom granted by the current regulation:
Until February 11, 1937:
"The Student Council has
accepted the responsibility
for the maintenance of the
long time tradition at Bates
College that there shall be
no smoking on the campus
except on definitely designated 'smoke walks' which
are the sidewalks from John
Bertram Hall along Campus
Avenue and on both sides of
College Street and Mountain
Avenue. Smoking is also
allowed on the porch of
Parker Hall and from
thence to the street end of
the walk in front of Libbey
Forum. Smoking is permitted on Garcelon Field only
during regular scheduled
contests. The paths from
Hedge Laboratory
and
Coram Library to Chase
Hall and the area around
the Store entrance to Chase
are very definitely not included in the 'smoke walks'."

Editors' Notes Campus Camera

Men's Phys. Ed. -An Explanation

On and After February 11,1937:

"There shall be no smoking- within the quadrangle
bounded by College Street,
Campus Avenue, Bardwelt
Street, and the road behind
Parker Hall running parallel to Campus Avenue, except on the porch of Parker
Hall and the walk leading
directly from there to College Street. Smoking shall
be permitted on Garcelon
Field only during regularly
scheduled contests.
"It is understood that the
smoking regulation applies
not only to the Library, the
recitation buildings, and the
laboratories in the old quadrangle as above denned, but
also to the entrance and administration floor of Roger
Williams Hall, the physical
education buildings, and the
women's dormitories and
grounds. In Chase Hall
smoking is allowed only in
the basement and in the
Lounge Room on the second
floor."

The new no-smoking area is so limited that anyone who knows
how to inhale (and four out of five do, we are told) should certainly be able to remember where smoking is or is not permitted. The only walks where one is not allowed to smoke under
the present ruling are: the two cross-campus walks—from the
front of the Chapel to the rear of the Library and Carnegie Science, and from the rear of the Chapel to Bardwell St. at
Hedge Lab.—the three down-campus walks—from West Parker to
the comer of College and Campus Ave., from Hathorn Hall to
Campus Ave., and from Hedge Lab. to Campus Ave.; and the diagonal walk from in front of Parker to the middle cross-campus walk.

About two weeks before mid-years, however, the bulletin notice of grading was posted. Phys. Ed.-ers read, wondered, reread,
wondered some more. "Attendance 50%, Attitude 15%, Improvement 20%, Ability-Efficiency 5%, Leadership 10%." And
then: Well, coach works out with us sometimes, but how can he
judge our improvement? And what about these fellows who are
pretty good anyway in sports ? Won't they get the good marks ? ...
If I do get a tough grade, won't it look sort of bad on the card?
But I might have done better if I'd known about it ahead.. And
after all, what's the point in marking me on physical education?—
a good mark will be discounted because it is "Phys. Ed."; a poor
mark will stand out like an untucked shirt-tail. First point established was that the phys. ed. grade is separate from the semester average. Points still to be established: Why and how
should P. E. be marked—both theoretically and actually.

La Petite Academie
Mr. Seward spoke on "French
Songs" and a few French games were
played at the meeting last night in
Libbey Forum.
Der Deutsche Verein
A program of German music, directed by Prof Crafts, was enjoyed at
the meeting of the Verein last eve
ning at Dr. Leonard's home.
Spofford Club
A new idea in programs was carried out at the meeting of the Spofford Club last night. After a short
business meeting in which new members were voted upon, a nonsense hour
was held- Nonsense poems and essays by Lewis Carrol, Lear, and other
writers of a similar nature were read
by various members of the club.
Lambda Alpha
A full moon is scheduled to shine
on Lambda Alpha co-eds as they hike,
ski, or snowshoe with their escorts up
the snow-clad path to Thorncrag on
Wednesday evening. February 24.
There a hot supper will await them
and games will be in play.
Professor and Mrs Anders Myhrman and Dr. and Mrs. Peter Bertocci
will act as chaperones. Mary Chase
'38 heads the, committee which includes Anna Hurley '38. Frances Jacu
bouis '38, and Annette Barry '40-

The "why mark" aspect— at least on the basis of the abruptness
of the unexplained bulletin notice—is easily taken care of. It is
merely for the convenience of the registrar. . For overcuts, three
points oft. If you have no points to begin wrtfi", how can three be
subtracted.
The "how mark" business is not so easily settled. From a
series of interviews, we have learned the possibilities of physical
education grading, the reasons for the inclusion of physical education in the curriculum, the aims of physical education, and the
means of presenting it to the students.
As grading was done last semester, it was practically useless. No. students knew ahead that they were to be graded.
When they found out, none of them knew anything of judging
standards. We think we are right in saying that the coaches had
only a vague idea themselves, since the grading idea was not
established until the semester was almost over. That is no
shortcoming of theirs, however, and they have done the best
they can to rectify the difficulty. They were forced to make objective gradings on a memory basis.
The object of grading is, we were told, "to give a permanent
record of work—not to average in with academic grades, but to
furnish a basis for recommendation after college." Such a record,
we also learned, will be sent with a student's transcript of marks
to graduate school or elsewhere. IF the admission officers, business executives, or others who study the transcript know what the
physical education mark signifies, it should fulfill a valuable function, based as it is on character qualities.
But there are complications. In the first place, too much emphasis seems to be placed on the compulsory aspect of physical
education. It is listed as a required course in the catalogue; students are told from the first that they HAVE to do this and HAVE
to do that, HAVE to take two years and a half, HAVE to report
at a certain time, and HAVE to be responsible for observing certain regulations of the department.

Why all the compulsion? Efforts should be made, instead, to
get away from the emphasis on compulsion and technical requirements—to stress the values of physical education for body-building,
health, physical condition, and possible consequent improvement
of academic studies. Bates men should be taught to WANT to
take physical education even after their technical requirement is
worked
off.
Such a rule, made possible by a fair-minded and sensible vote of
the men of the college, should, out of respect to the campus'
When a student enters college, it is assumed that he wants to
beauty and out of respect to the liberality of such a regulation, be learn something from all phases of the college curriculum. If he
observed voluntarily. The sad part of it is, that some reminders enters a liberal arts institution, it is assumed that he
and consequent "police" enforcement will be necessary.
wants to acquire a knowledge of the liberal arts—the acquisition
of which is his primary reason for going to college. At the same
It seems unfortunate to have to say "rule" or "permitted" or
time, he should expect to enter into the physical education pro"allowed". Smoke walks, chiefly a custom although they have gram as a means of helping himself, through the attainment of a
other virtues, should become really traditional. Bates has few real good physical condition, to achieve the more completely his
traditions, yet they help unify a college group and also give stu- original goal.
1
dents more reminiscent material for the future. All that is
needed to make the practical smoke walk "rule" a real colStandards are possible in both aspects of the curriculum. Yet
lege tradition (something that becomes so voluntary that no re- there must be differences. There is a greater variation in the stustriction or enforcement is necessary) is the observation of the dent's aptitude for physical education than there is in his aptitude
current regulation by everyone. When quadrangle abstinence be- for intellectual pursuits. Those with little capacity for the acacomes a fixed habit, Bates will be enriched by another worth- demic side of the college have been weeded out; those remainwhile tradition.
ing may or may not be capable of good physical performances.

Maine AAU Events
In Gym Saturday
Not only is the Clifton D. Gray
Field House going- to be the center of interest of Colby and Bales
track fans on Saturday, but also
to all Maine track enthusiasts
because the 16 pound shot and
the 35 pound weight of the Maine
AAU Championships are to be
held at the same time.
According to Coach Magee of
Bowdoin, chairman of the track
and field committee of the Maine
AAU, the events are open to any
registered amateur athlete of
Maine. The winners of the events
will be eligible to compete in the
National AAU meet in New York
on February 27th- Bates' Tony
Kishon heads the field in both
events.

From The News
By Irene Lee
Supreme Court
Since President Roosevelt's court
reorganization program was proposed
two weeks ago. the nation has lined
itself up by states, either for or
against the suggested changes- The
President's plan calls for a "fusion of
new blood" into the judiciary department with the addition of six more
judges to the Supreme Court, and the
retirement of all judges over 70 on
pensions.
Governor Earle of Pennsylvania declared last Friday that were Lincoln
president now, he would revise the
high court; this view was refuted by
John Sparge, political authoiity, wh»
maintained that Lincoln would oppose
such a move- The comments of these
two men are typical of the reaction
to Roosevelt's proposal.
It is expected that the President
will go to the public again in another
"Fire-side" chat via the radio, in an
attempt to secure the country's approval of his latest program. Roose
velt is convinced that only through
a drastic revision of the Supreme
Court may further reforftis be effected expediently and favorably; and
that any means to bring about this
change other than legislative action
of Congress would be futile and te
dious.
General Motor Strike
A "new era of good feeling" has
successfully terminated the 44 day
motor strike with its first triumph for
the Committee of Industrial Organization. Wages have been boosted
twenty-five million dollars, and the
recognition of the United Automobile
Workers of America for a period of
six months has been guaranteed.
Meanwhile, the A. F of L.. rival
labor movement of the C.I.O-. charges
that Lewis, leader of the latter organization, has failed to gain the major
point of the strike: that is permanent recognition of the union. The
strike leaders, on the other hand, accuse Green of the A- F. of L. of being a traitor to labor. It is perhaps
too soon to judge whether the C I. O.
has won a victory; another six months
will help clarify issues.

This proposed legislation will no
doubt be bitterly contested by power
ful
newspaper syndicates as an
"abridgement of the Kill of Rights."
However, such restrictions may be ef
fective in curbing the presentation of
material colored by the vested own
ers- prejudices and opinions
Armament Loan in Britain
The British Government is planning
to float a defense loan of two billion
dollars for further rearmament. Th's
loan will be expended in the! next
five years and redeemed within the
next thirty. The money cannot be
borrowed from the (United States,
since the Johnson act forbids Ameri
can loans to nations which have defaulted on war debt payments.
Such a move would seem to indicate that England intends to rearm
to the limit; and that war is regarded
as a possibility too tangible to be disregarded- Meanwhile, Secretary of
State Hull urges the promotion of
trade pacts as the best security for
peace for America.
Amelia Earhart
Amelia Earhar* Putnam, intrepid
conqueror of both the Atlantic and
Pacific oceans, has announced her intention of following the equator
around the world in an East to West
globe venture. She will start in
March.

Bloomer Boys Beat
Basketball Beauties

Despite the charm of their female
opponents from Cheney, the basketball
representatives of the East Parker
Hall Top Floor Athletic Association,
bloomers, eye-bandages, storm-boots
and all - kept their minds on the game
and their one usable eye on the ball
long enough to win, 8-4. in their rough
Admitting that the EPHTFAA
and tumble game in Rand Hall fcym
had a good idea when it sent its
Monday night.
basketball team over to Rand to
The crowd, which took all rafter
take on the Cheney Champs Monspace in the balcony and then overday night, freshmen from J. B.
flowed to the playing floor, started
issued a challenge last n:ght to a
cheering even before the men, entering
combined Whittier-Milliken team.
behind a ten piece band, doffed their
Ray Cool, spokesman for the "offIndian blankets revealing legs, stormRadio Restriction
campus"
men. said handicap
boots, and bloomers-everytTiing but
Senator Wheeler of Montana is hair ribbons. Co-managers Jabber Gar
terms would be drawn up if and
planning a law to ban newspapers rity and Cigar Hutchinson taped one
when the female combine accepted
from owning broadcasting stations. eye of each of their players in accordthe challenge.
ance with the pre-game contract, and
Thus, abnormalities must be considered in the physical education the game was onMore cheering as the girls monopostandards of rating. Phys. Ed. grading must be subjective; aca- lized control of the ball for the first
demic grading may be objective.
few minutes of play, but basket-rimming shots by the Cheney Champs
There can't be such definite standards in Phys. Ed. as in the gave Nick Pellicani the opportunity of
other subjects. Standards for other work don't have to be ex- making the first score. Not to be out
done, even by Maxine Urann who was
plained in advance of the work as a rule; academic standards keeping him well guarded, Joe Canaare more or less universal. On the other hand, phys. ed. judgment van slipped another over the edge to
the men a 4-0 lead.
must consider both physical capacity for the work and ability to give
Capt. Kay Gould finally eluded the
fit the capacity. There must be a sort of capacity coefficient »ver guarding Briggs and tallied for
which will first of all make it possible to classify a student; then the Champs, causing the whole
Women's A- A. to yell for a victory.
to rate him with other students of the same physical capacities. Pellicani danced by Ruth Sprague in
Thus an A-conditioned 150 pounder would have a certain capacity the second quarter to put the men
by a 6 2 count, and Canavan
for work in physical education, and should be rated in comparison ahead
again duplicated as the third quarter
with other A-conditioned 150 pounders or, depending on the nature began. A long shot between the outof the work, with, for example, B-conditioned men with a slightly stretched arms of footballer Barney
Marcus, who, having only one eye to
heavier weight.
use couldn't be bothered keeping it on
the game, gave Kay Gould another
Such a rating, if told the students before hand, should stimulate basket and ended the scoring at 8-4.
interest in physical education. There would be no non-athlete workSo enthusiastic was the large group
spectators that referee Electa Co-ing on the same rating basis as the four-letter varsity athlete. of
son had to ask for silence several
Each working in his own classification should be stimulated to self- times, while the girls, not finding the
pace difficult but rather wanting a
improvement with the previous knowledge of fair competition.
chance to get up some more energy
This, of course, is only if grades are absolutely necessary. Two for blocking feats which ended in Pellicani's and Canavan's being downed
things are certain, however. The present system has an three
times, called for time out on Iwo
over-emphasis on compulsion and attendance which should be re- occasions.
"They're all right!" said Marcus enplaced by a stress on the values to be derived from the program.
thusiastically after the game, but he
Secondly, the attendance-attitude-improvement-leadership - abil- refused to qualify his statementDue to the closeness of the score
ity-efficiency can be of value if standards are made known in adrival managers held a meeting
vance, and if the recommendation angle is taken care of by an the
after the game and agreed to continue
explanation that ability in sports is only a minor factor in a char- the rivalry in other sports- According
acter-considering standard of subjective judgment. Numerals and to Manager Grace Jack the two clubs
will next meet in an indoor baseball
varsity sweaters speak for the other side of physical education.
game.
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Freshman Basketball Team Retains
Frosh Trip Up Freshmen Face
MCI And Maine Colby Yearmen
Yearling Cubs Here Saturday
Both Contests Hard Fought Yearlings Should Win Easily
Over The Aggregation
And Won By Very
From Waterville
Small Margins

SPORTS SHOTS
By Sam Leard
The largest delegation in the history of Bates track teams competed in
the BAA games this week where the mile team made 1*4 second fastest
Bates mile in college history. The men who went on the two rmle and freshman teams received some valuable experience which will make for better
teams next winter. There is no doubt but that there is a -greenness" to
be worn off during the running of a runner's first race in a large indoor
meet where 16,000 spectators are looking on-

Anent the Races
Weary but happy, the Bates Fresh
If comparative scores mean anyman basketball squad returned home thing. Bates should defeat the Colby
Little Harry Shepherd of the fresh- timed the two-mile from his seat at
last Saturday evening with their Freshmen next Saturday in the cage. man
aggregation surprised the coach the side of the track and came within
string of victories still intact. They This week the Baby Mules went down
by
running
the lastest leg for his 15 sec- of the official recording of
met M C. I. and the U. of M. Frosh to defeat at the hands of South Portteam.
.
.53.8,
which is good for a run- Lash's new worlds indoor record.. *
land
which
the
Bobkittens
outscored
a
on successive evenings on this trip
ner
who
has
never
competed in a relay Bowdoins two mile team was lapped
and though hard pushed in both few weeks ago.
meet
before.
Both
he and his room- before the Bates team was. Bob Porgames, they were able to add a 25-23
Manning of Colby is the leading mate Pomeroy reported to Coach ter the Polar Bear number 1 middle
victory over M. C. 1. and a 39-38 con- dash man and will find opposition in
distance man, overtook the Bates
quest of the Maine Freshmen to their Lynn Bussey and Bob Simonetti of the Thompson without having any previ- anchor man, however...
ous
track
experience,
altho
Shep
was
list on the black side of the ledgerBobkittens. Norm Dick, Bates relay out for cross-country last fall... Dana
On the rubbing table George Lythman will aso run. to warm up for the
cott
said to Bill Luukko we just have
M. C. I. Primed
Wallace ran a good leg of the relay
Journeying to Pittsfield on Friday 300 In this event he will have Burce by beating his rival in a stubborn to win tonight- George's words became
night, they met a clutt which had for his competitor, and will have Dave battle His time was a fraction over proven orders as Bates turned back
vasUy improved since their first meet- Mosher as a teammate.
2:02 which helped make a 3 second such strong teams as -New Hampshire
Charlie Crooker of the Bates frosh improvement total for the team over ] and Amherst, who had performed so
ing and which was primed for the
'honor" of being the first club to stop will run both the 600 and 1000. Gard- the K. of C. time. . -Coach Thompson ■-well at
■ the Millrose games...
Coach Spinks' hoopsters- This privi- ner of Colby also doubles up in both
lege war denied them, however, when events and he was a double winner in
Bates finally got rolling after a rath- the South Portland meet. Harry
er shaky start. The Freshmen had Shephard may get a secondGarden Sidelights
Clough of Bates will have to better
trouble getting used to M. C. I-'s
extra fast back-boards and this seem- 5 minutes in the mile to beat Fernald
Shots of humor: "Mr. Loring, don't wait for r™^^**~%.
ed to cool off their attack. The ball of the Waterville team. Charlie announced over the loudspeaker system. Later: May IW a ^«ce d,
wanted to do about everything but Grechen will also be a Bates entrant. rected at Glenn Cunningham when he was le.surely keeping behind pate
swish through the basket for the Bob In the running events Coach Thomp- setter Gene Venzke
son will also enter Mark Lelyveld.
kittensM. C. I. took advantage of this and Larry Wheeler. Donald Pomeroy. and
stepped out to an early lead- They Dick Martin.
Shep
Gardiner of Colby has done over 19
ped he would
were still leading by five points at the
Satisfied with that he shook hands with George and said he
half. The third and fourth quarters feet in the broad jump Norm Dick.
told a different story and with Kenney Dick Martin, and Simonetti will have see him again.
Not only did the
elevators
which were
te Bates
LfciilCa team
VCrtiM have
!»**»<- to
v^ wait
■■—— for the _-. /-•..«
and Tardiff pointing the way. the boys their trouble to get a good share of
'. upper<.floors. «*■
.v.- hotel,
h..*»l but
hut also beside them wM
was Glenn CunCun
of the
began to climb. It was anybody's ball points for the Bobcats. Gardiner also stuck in the
au >K
J^ Inci,
same right up to the last few sec is in the high jump, where he will find ningham who must have had writer's cramp with signing
onds with Whitmore's basket in those Uoyce Tabor the Garnet frosh number dentally George Lythcott took great pride in signing programs for his
dying moments providing the margin 1 jumper.
fans too.
In the weights the strong Thompof victory.. .Bates Frosh 25—M. C- I.
Some of the relay team were pretty bashful when Coach Thompson introson-coached frosh aggregation of duced them to the Boston Alumni, who were very excellent hosts to them at
23.
Maine Frosh
George Russell, John Hibbard, Carl
the Boston Y. Barney Marcus and Kishon did class A jobs in speakers posiSaturday night found the Freshmen Andrews, Buster Kilgore, Tate Connon tions. Coach Morey and Coach Thompson both interviewed many prospecat Orono where victory repeated it- and Bob Hulsizer will face little op- tive students. The track mentor spent Saturday afternoon sizing up schoolboy
self but in a different way Bates led position Allen and Hassan are the
stars at the relay carnival.
a good part of the way with Tardiff Colby hopefuls.
In the pole vault Bates is representand Kenney starring and the whole
ed by Don Maggs and Mai Holmes.
squad playing heads-up basketball.
The Frosh had to stave off a last The latter has cleared 11 feet several
minute rush by the Maine hoopsters times this year. Allen of Colby has
and just barely pulled the game out done only 9 and one half feet.
of the fire, a Maine man sinking a
The Freshman basketball team,
basket just as the gun sounded to
although
undefeated, has squeezbring the final score up to Bates 39
ed
by
with
enough close decisions
Maine 38.
to turn Coach Spinks' hair gray.
The calibre of this Bates team is
best shown by the fact that they came
On their first trip the boys played
back to beat the L*. of M- after play
The mile relay team was clocked in
and won three games, taking
ing a game against M. C- I. which 3:28.7. three-tenths of a second lower
Houlton. Presque Isle, and Ricker
nu£t have really wvin them down.
than the goal they had set, in winning
Classical by margins of 5. 3 and 2
The members of the squad making a closely contested race over Amherst
points respectively- Last Friday
this trip were: Tardiff, Stover. Whit and New Hampshire. Eddie Howard
more. Kenney, Holehouse. Bullock, eave Bates a ten yard advantage in
they downed M. C. t by 2 points
Cool, Raymond, Daikus. Lippner, and the first leg. George Lvthcott lost a
and the climax came Saturday
Manager Gammonfew yards of this to Snyder, crack
night when they eked out a 39-3?
Amherst quarter-miler Art Danielvictory over the l- of M. Frosn
son held this lead and passed the
at Orono. In the past live games
baton to Bill Luukko for the last leg.
Bill opened up, turned in a 51.8 quarthe Bobkittens have scored 142
ter, and won going away. Each of the
points to their opponents' 129.
boys now sports an additional medalwinning by an average of 2-fi
In a thrilling race, the freshman
points per game. Th'si is great
one mile relay team lost to Bowdoin
for the box office but it's pretty
in 3:36.2. Norm Dick led oil and
tough on the nervesIn the first of the Inter-Class Bas passed to Don Pomeroy. Harry Shepketball League games to be played herd ran the third leg and stubborn
since the examination period, the Jun- ly held off his opponent* He nave
iors decisively defeated the Seniors the baton to Charley Crooker about on
by the score of 40-29. Despite the a par with the Bowdoin team. Howvaliant efforts of Johnny Greb, senior ever, Charley Pope of Bowdoin was
COMPANY
guard, who played brilliantly and ac- too much for Crooker and he won by
counted for 16 points, the Junior of- about fifteen yards. The Brown frosh
PRINTERS - BOOKBINDERS
fense proved too powerful for the were third and the M. I T. freshmen,
95-99 Main St.
Auburn, Me.
after dropping the baton in the second
Seniors to cope with.
Bob Frost was high scorer for the leg, trailed in last place.
Don Bridges led off in the two-mile
Juniors and paced his teammates
with 12 points. Dick Preston and relay against Fordham. Tufts, Har
THE BARBER
Brud Morin also performed creditably vard. and Bowdoin. He passed to Wal
FOR
for the Juniors, scoring 9 points each. lace in third position Dana led the
There are yet nine games in the Harvard man all the way around.
EDS AND CO-EDS
League schedule to be played. The Bowdoin was then a half lap behind
CHASE HALL
dates for these games are as follows- Bates Burnap and Pierce ran the
last
two
legs.
Pierce
had
to
.swing
Feb. 28—Junior Freshman.
wide to let the anchorman of the fast
Feb 23—Senior-Freshman
Fordham team get by Bob Porter of
Feb. 25—Junior-Sophomore.
is for
Bowdoin passed him near the end.
March 2—Junior-Senior
Fordham won in 7:59.2.
March 4—Sophomore-Freshman
BATES STUDENTS
March 9—Senior-Sophomore
March 11—Junior-Freshman
March 16—Senior-Freshman
DROP INTO
March 18—Junior-SophomoroThe game summary:
Juniors (40)
G
FG Pts
INC.
!»
1
Preston, rf
4
Featuring
193 MIDDLE STREET
0
6
Novak, rf
8
0
?
Reed. If
1
Hamburg Sandwiches
SHIRT WORK A
0
y
Doyle, c
1
SPECIALTY
Hot
Dogs and Toasted Sandwiches
0
0
Hathaway, c
0
Have You Tried Our Silox CoffeeT
9
1
Morin, rg
4
AGENT
12
0
Frost, lg
6
143 COLLEGE STREET
0
0
ROY HABERLAND
3 minutes from Campus
Giovannazzi. lg
0
8 West Parker
Open 7 A. M. to 10.30 P. M.
2 40
Totals
19
FG
Pts
Seniors (29)
G
^
1
Duncan, rf
2
0
2
Marcus, If
1
•
▼▼ •
ULilllVIV
Medicines
pure
Drug8
and
0
0
Hager, c
0
16
2
Greb, rg
7
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
6
0
Mallard, lg
3

Frosh Hoopsters Win
Last Five Narrowly

Varsity Relay Team
Wins; Freshmen Lose

Undefeated Record

'Goodwill' Tour
Undertaken By
Marcus, Kishon
Illustrated Speeches Reveal
Bates To Boys At Cushing,
Lawrence And Worcester
A Bates "Goodwill" tour has been
completed recently by Coach Dave
Morey, Barney Marcus '37, and Tony
Kishon '37, who visited and spoke at
three outstanding New England preparatory schools.
Leaving the Bates campus Wednes
day, February 10, and returning Sun
day, the 14th, Coach Morey. Marcus
and Kishon visited in turn, Cushing,
Lawrence, and Worcester Academies.
At each of the schools, two-reel films
of the state series' games of the past
two years were shown, along with
some "shots" of the Garnet eleven's
games against Yale, Harvard, and
Dartmouth. Coach Morey lectured on
the films from the advisor's point of
view, while Marcus and Kishon spoke
from the undergrad athlete's viewpoint•
Scenes of Bates teams practicing In
the cage and on Garcelon Field were
explained, and the drills preliminary
to a collegiate football season were
also shown.
Films of the educational and ath
letic plants of Bates College offereu
the academy Doys an excellent view
of the campus in general, and the
Bates ambassadors answered any
question on undergraduate life that,
the audience wished to ask.
During the trip, Coach Morey, Marcus, and Kishon attended the Bates
Alumni Round up and Banquet on Friday, the 12th, held at the Bates Room
jn the Boston YMCA.
The films for the tour were taken
by cameramen Rich:
Richard Fullerton '38-

W. A. A. NEWS
By Eleanor Smart
Along about February we expect to
wake up in the morning to hear the
wind whistling around the corner of
the dorm, drifts ol snow piled up at
the door, and the thermometer registering "0". But old man winter must
have been waylaid or forgotten to
come this year. The birds are singing
on Hedge Laboratory and a lone caterpillar wiggled its way across the vacant lot between College street and
Milhken House last SaturdayBasket ball
What can you do about it? The
skis are piled in the cenar, and the
ski suits are just no use. Don t give
up yet, even if there isn't any snow,
there is still basketball. Watch the
bulletin board for the line up. The
Garnet and Black rivalry which has
been forgotten for so long, can b<brought out, dusted off. and put on
displayVolley Ball
The girls who have been trying to
take winter sports this winter have
joined the group playing volley ballA small but enthusiastic group havt»
played every week over in the Women's Locker building. It would not
hurt the enthusiasm to have a few
more out. Even if you have not been
playing all season, you are welcome to
come any Monday afternoon at fourAwards
Every spring an exhibition is held by
the Physical Education Department.
At this time awards are given v> the

Purity Restaurant
197 MAIN ST.

OUR AIM IS TO SATISFY
WITH OUR QUALITY FOOD
All Kinds of Shoe Repairing
COLLEGE STREET

SHOE HOSPITAL
67 College St.

-

Lewiston, Me.

members of the three upper classes
who are considered worthy of such
recognition. There are three types of
awards, numerals, white sweaters
with the encircled "B", and the silver
loving cup. None of these are given
on the basis of the best ability, but
sportsmanship and interest- To win
anything, aJ year of following the
training rules is considered a prerequisite and throughout the year the
girl must attend the weekly W.A.A.
practicesSweaters
To get a sweater, ability is includ
ed as a basis and scholastic standing
of not less than seventy-five. In posture one must get a "B" grade. Only
Juniors and Seniors get sweaters.
The Loving Cup
The most cherished of all awards
is the silver loving cup- Not more
than three Senior girls'can get this.
Sportsmanship, athletic ability, leadership, scholastic average of eighty, and
general attitude are considered here.
To see how high a rating this means,
one has only to look back on last year's
winners. Dorothy Wheeler '36 was
president of the W- A. A. and Phi
Beta Kappa; Edith Milliken '36 was
president of the Student Government.
Compliments of

TUFTS
BROTHERS
Printing Specialists
Telephone 1710
193 MIDDLE ST.

LEWISTON

THE BLUE LINE
I,.-iri«lon - [in in ford - Farminctun
I.v. LEWISTON
7; !.'» a.m.. 10ill5n.ni., 1:30 p.m., SlOO p.m.
Lv. Rl'HFORD
7:::.-, a.m.. 9:56 ii.m., 1:20 p.m.. 4:50p.m.
Lv. I'ARMINGTII.V
7:33 ii.in.. !ii53 a.m., 1:18 p.m.. 4l4S p.m.

Barbara Stanwyck says:

"Luckies make a hit with
my throat"

Junior Courtmen
Defeat Seniors By
40-29 Rampage

"When talking pictures arrived, my
stage experience on Broadway gave
me my chance on the screen. Taking
care of my throat became serious
business with me, so I changed to
Luckies—a light smoke. Of course I
smoke other cigarettes now and then
but sooner or later I come back to
Luckies. They make a hit with my
throat and also with my taste."

MERRILL & WERRER
BILL

RKO RADIO PICTURES' STAR
NOW APPEARING IN
"THE PLOUGH AND THE STARS"

The College Store

JUDKINS
LAUNDRY

RW

Totals

13

29

The Quality Shop

m ARK Registered Druggist

Corner Bates and Main Streets

LEWISTON, MAINE

M. Mandelstam

"Complete Banking Service"

The College Jeweler
NOW LOCATED AT
113 MAIN ST.

Lewiston Trust Co.

A FULL LINE OF JEWELRY
Also Repairing of the
Best Kind

Special Discount for Students

An independent survey was made recently
among professional men and women—lawyers,
doctors, lecturers, scientists, etc Of those who said
they smoke cigarettes, more than 87% stated they
personally prefer a light smoke.
Miss Stanwyck verifies the wisdom of this preference, and so do other leading artists of ttie
radio, stage, screen and opera. Their voices are
their fortunes. That's why so many of them
smoke Luckies. You, too, can have the throat protection of Luckies-a light smoke, free of certain
harsh irritants removed by the exclusive process
"It's Toasted". Luckies are gende on the throat.

THE FINEST TOBACCOS—
"THE CREAM OF THE CROP"

A Light Smoke

LEWISTON, MAINE

'It's Toasted"-Your Throat Protection

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

AGAINST IRRITATION-AGAINST COUGH
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IN THE THEATRES

The Inquiring Reporter

Pepys Thru The Keyhole
Dr. Beaven
New Smoke
Is Speaker At Rule Adopted
Vesper Service
By Stu. C.

Aunt Tillie is back, folks., .after a proved he is not entirely anti-social by
short
delay ... SCOOP ... SCOOP., . appearing at Chase Halt Saturday
A "breather" between two tough
Thurs., Fri-. Sat. - Feb. 18, 19, 20
This week's question—to the FreshSCOOP.. .Ben Carlin didn't get "con ingiil, aim ne even stayed till after
men: WHAT ARE YOUR REAC- periods of classes—Del Witty.
Uitioned responses" in high school... intermission. .. Ix>is Wens had a Big
"Clarence" with Roscq Karns
as it wasn't a COED one...but he birthuay, lasting from inursuay to
TIONS TO EXAMS?
»nd Eugene Pallette.
I don't love them.—Connie Mullaly.
did take the prof's suggestion.. .who Sunday and Charlie's coming all the
Mon., Tues-, Wed. - Feb. 22, 23, 24
A waste of good time The prof
hadn't meant THAT kind of a condi way from Connecticut ought to prove
They would be o- k. if they didn't Asserts
We Must Face Quadrangle Still Remains tioned
response... and strutted man something. . .New Hampshire Winter
"On the Avenue" with Dick
knows what you are going to get be- count one-third of your final mark.—
iully to Kand Saturday Kite...and Carnival made the ranks of the Bates
Powell and Madeleine Carroll.
Life With Conviction
No Man's Land
fore he corrects the paper.—Dave Elt Coggeahall.
sought help even in ringing his co-eds seem rather depleted... (ConAUBURN
Moser.
nie. Hammie and Ellie Martin leaving
bells...
That
God
Exists
No reaction—I'm just numb.—BiD
us)...And now the biology lab beThurs.. Fri- Sat. - Feb. 18, 19, 20
Aftermath . . . Anticlimax ... Some comes the prominent campus rendez
Causes too much mental strain, and Sutherland"The Black Legion" with HumWider freedom has been granted to people call 'em RANKS.. .Seniors vous. ..bow about it, Mickey and
you forget it all afterwards anyway
Facing life with the conviction that
the
smokers of Bates under a nrst in line and are they tops!... Jake, Bunny and Bill'.'... Fred Bailey,
Haste
before
the
exams
wastes
your
God
exists
was
the
substance
of
the
phrey Bogart.—H. Tripp.
new
law approved by the Student WOW. . .and hot debates in Phi Betes the super chemist and ski man, was
sermon
by
Dr.
Albert
W.
Beaven.
time and the prof's.—C. O. Parker
Mon., Tues-, Wed. - Feb. 22, 23, 24
Council
and the Administration The ...to be or not to be...anyhow, with Maxine Saturday night...And
I never knew there were such in- P.S. I'll tell you more when I get my President of Colgate-Rochester Divinity School, at the third Vesper Ser ruling was read to the men at a re- Libby's proud of her Bowdoin star... the track team had a good following,
"The Outcast" with Warren Wilsignificant facts in the courses
returnsvice held in the Chapel Sunday after- cent Chapel meeting and is now post- Juniors out on Monday and what a Larry, Priscilla, Amy, Howie, and
iam and Karen Morley.
. . Seniors will hibernate for
Ardelle May.
noon, February 14. at four-thirty. Dr. ed on the bulletin boards of all the contrast.
the next few weeks laboring on the Holly made quite a representation in
Let nature lake its course.—Marie Beaven attacked the problem of pres- dorms.
Boston, while Mary Dale and Hope
I didn't know any more after I took Dodge.
The new ruling states in essence dreaded theses. . .even Betty and were just waiting for Art to call...
ent-day cynicism in regard to religion
Granville
are
suffering..
.No
Satur
them than I did before.—Dick Martin
with the argument that it is no more that the quadrangle bounded by Col
the man must be wealthy!.. .And thv
Lapse of memory! What exams?— illogical to assume that God exists lege Street. Campus Avenue, Bard- day nite dates.. .Practice teachers new band at Chase even supplied a
diminish
the
sedate
number..
.even
They were a lot of fun. It gives
well Street, and the road behind Parthan that He does not.
Jack Wilson.
Don Nims, who has joined the faculty partner for some of the stags in the
you a chance to show how much you
In order to arrive at a thorough ker Hall shall be no smoking terriperson of Jane Rafnell. . . Reunion—
The first one was interesting; the conviction of God. we should first turn tory; except on the porch of Parker at Bridgton.
really know—or don't know—Eddie
and not the movie, is that of Dick
Where is the far-famed Bates Date Loomis and Jane Martin...Add the
novelty soon wore off—just like to those individuals who have such a Hall and the walk leading directly
Bullock.
conviction themselves. Next we should from there to College Street._ The Bureau?. . .But Erniei and Gordon mystery of the week...who was the
Devil's Island—Frank Coffin.
not assume that because we cannot rule concerning smoking on Garcelon seem to get along all right without girl with Bart Reed on Saturday ?...
l'HOOEY.'—Gordon Gray.
<%
base
our convictions entirely upon in Field only during athletic contests it... It seems as though everyone And was the Bates Freshmen-M. C. I.
Where The Bobcats Meet
They
gave
me
an
inferiority
comA good chance to learn what the
wants the new humor magazine... game the only attraction for Healey
tellect that they are worth nothing- was retained.
TOASTED
plex.—Ann
M.
Drobbins.
course is about—Karle Zeigler.
"Emotion may come closer to reality
It is understood that all buildings We think it's a good idea, how about and Canavan at Pittsfield?. . .John
HAMBURGS - HOT DOGS
the mind ever did". Dr. Beaven within the old quadrangle are mclud it P. A. ?... Prof Rob's motto in the Bartlett was occupied over the week
One never does his best because he than
I think they are just a waste of
CHICKEN ROLL
said. Lastly, we should be willing to ed in this smoke regulation as well second semester breathing class... end. too, and she looked just as nice
is too frightened—Milliken House.
time.—Annette Barry.
respond to the truth when (jur con- as the entrance and administration "Turn out your chest. The ice man as ever...
Largest and Best
floor of Roger William Hall and the is coming."...
victions have been established.
CHOCOLATE MILK s
"So
easy
to
remember;
so
hard
to
Who remembers?.. .What day is
women's dormitories and groundsThe exams give you plenty of time
DrBeaven
concluded
his
remarks
Petie Duncan is still registering... Feb 14?..But who could forget with
Once a Customer - Always a for sleep and worrying—mostly wor forget."—Ham Dorman.
Smoking
is
only
allowed
in
the
with the statement that in these times
she is short, cute, and blonde and he the numbers of Valentines with most
Customer
of religious cynicism and doubt, we Game and Lounge Rooms of Chase
rying—Robert Simonetti
They landed me in the infirmary.— must have a solid foundation upon Hall. The entrance to Libbey Forum is short, cute, and pink.. .in other touching verses which are circulated?
PRESCRIPTIONS COMPOUNDED
words, a beautiful combination.. .a ...the telegrams?.. .and the Valenwhich to base our convictions, even as is also outside the restricted area.
D Collins.
They're o. k. if you pass.—A. MTelephone 3694
new couple on campus, just in case tine boxes of candy?...not to men
those buildings are able to stand
you haven't noticed—William's back tion "Say it with Flowers" ? ...
College and Sabattus Streets
Come around while I'm taking the earthquakes which have the firmest
in town!. . .and there's also the union
foundations.
Now remember, folks, that George
exams.—Jimmie Pellicani.
of the head waiter and head waitress,
Dr. Zerby presided over the service.
Huey and Beans, a tasty combina- Washington and Sam 'n' Til have
Music was furnished by Prof Seldon
tion. . .Connie Mullaly had a pleasant something in common... not the
They make you have a great review T.
Crafts and the College Choir, with
We can show you a varied
week end. we hope. . .John Greb cherry tree, but WE NEVER TELL A
For Real Courteous Taxi Service and you usually review the most im- Walter Leon. '37, soloist.
LIE...(???)
The finals in the Freshman and
selection of
portant things that you ought to reFollowing the service in the Chapel, Sophomore Prize Debates will be held
As ev.
Lewiston,
Maine
PRIZE CUPS. FOUNTAIN
member.—Carl Andrewsthe meeting adjourned to the Women's sometime the latter part of this man prize debates. Bertha Bell and
TILLIE.
PENS, LADIES' SILK
Locker Building where light lunch was month. In these debates the best William Sutherland debate Leonard
served. Dr- Beaven enlarged upon his speaker of each one wins ten dollars, Clough and Lawrence Wheeler on the
UMBRELLAS & LEATHER
subject of the afternoon in response and each member of the winning team question that all who have an 85
HAND BAGS
average should be. excused from final
to questions by members of the group. wins five dollars.
Compliments of
Leather Bill Folds
Leighton Dingley. Ruth Stoehr. and exams. Jionald Maggs. Frank Coffin,
The affair was sponsored by the Bates
Book Ends - Clocks
debate Henry Far- and John Maney debate Wilfred HowChristian Association, under the gen Milton Nizon will
;
eral direction of Val Wilson, '38, num. Marita D ck. and Fred Kelly on land, Willis Gould, and George Rollins
Phyllis Sanders. '37, assisted by Marg- compulsory chapel in the sophomore on the question that intercollegiate
AUBURN
LEWISTON
athletics should be abolished at
JEWELERS
aret Kilburn '»• who had charge of debateLEW1STON . MAINE
There are two divisions of the fresh- | Bates.
the refreshments.
EMPIRE

For The
Puffers Of The Weed

College
Pharmacy

Dates Announced
For Prize Debates

Call 4040

Barnstone-Osgood

Distinctive
DANCE RHYTHMS
For Your Next Prom

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

THE

Bates Bobcats
W. Keck

Manager

A Bates Tradition
SAY IT WITH ICE CREAM

GEORGE A. ROSS
ELM STREET
Bates 1904

Geo.V.Turgeon Co
Sign of Big Chime Clock
80 Lisbon St.

-

Lewiston, Me.

Fred L. Tower Companies

Here's aroma
for you
. . . a picture of Chesterfield
tobacco just as it comes out of the
1000-pound wooden hogsheads after

... PRINTING

...

Quality - Better Than Good
Service - Excellent
165 MIDDLE ST. - PORTLAND, ME.

Lewiston Shoe Hospital
7 SABATTUS STREET
Prime Taps and Heels
$1.25
Superior Work
All Sewing Jobs and Shoe Laces Free
All Students Entitled to Free Shines
During School Season

ageing for three years.

JAMES P. MURPHY CO.
INC.
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Lewiston Monumental Works

If you could be there when these hun-

6-10 Bates Street
Lewiston
Telephone 4634-R

dreds of hogsheads are opened up
... if you could see this mild ripe
tobacco, prime and ready to be made
into Chesterfield Cigarettes ... see the
golden color of the leaf . . . and get a
whiff of that delightful aroma ... you'd

Auburn, Me.

say . . .

Agent
GEO. CHAMBERLAIN, '37

"Delicious... makes me
think of fruit cake."

Mild, ripe home-grown and aromatic Turkish tobaccos...
aged three years . . . make Chesterfield an outstanding
cigarette . . . give them a more pleasing taste and aroma.
Copyright 1937,

LIGGETT

&

MY«»S TOBACCO

Co.

Norris-Hayden
LAUNDRY
Tel. 2310

The
Auburn
News

